Who's assessing tobacco use in cancer clinical trials?
Clinical trials that do not collect data on tobacco use/exposure may not adequately assess the efficacy and effectiveness of experimental treatments. A cross-sectional study of interventional trials cited on ClinicalTrials.gov was undertaken that inquired of Local Project Directors from Connecticut guiding studies of breast, prostate, or colorectal cancer chemotherapy (N = 68) whether their protocols measured tobacco use by trial participants. Information pertaining to 46 trials (68%) is reported here. All but 1 were multicentered trials enrolling patients around the country. Only 3 trials (7%) reported routine collection of tobacco use information at baseline and no trial reported monitoring tobacco use during treatment follow-up. None of the 3 trials collecting tobacco data reported using exposure information in analysis of treatment effects. Survey respondents suggested that uncertainty about the relevance of tobacco exposure to therapeutic efficacy, ambivalence about how to incorporate such data into analyses, insufficient resources for collecting such information, and uncertainty about the validity of assessment methods might be reasons why tobacco use is not routinely assessed. Additional studies that address a fuller range of cancers, therapies, disease states, and clinical environments are needed to fully define the extent of this data lapse. Providing clinicians and trialists with appropriate tools for tobacco use assessment and encouraging them to collect such information about patients during treatment and follow-up may offer a simple cost-effective way to improve the quality and consequences of cancer care for every patient.